We present an alternative method to calculate cross sections for multi-parton scattering processes in the Standard Model at leading order. The helicity amplitudes are computed using recursion relations in the number of particles, based on Dyson-Schwinger equations whereas the summation over colour and helicity configurations is performed by Monte Carlo methods. The computational cost of our algorithm grows asymptotically as 3 n , where n is the number of particles involved in the process, as opposed to the n!-growth of the Feynman diagram approach. Typical results for the total cross section, differential distributions of invariant masses and transverse momenta of partons are presented and cross checked by explicit summation over colours.
Introduction
The simultaneous production of a large number of energetic partons in high energy collisions of hadrons and leptons, at the TeVatron or, in future, at the LHC and the e + e − Linear Collider, gives rise to events with many jets in the final state. Quite often, these multi-jet events offer an important probe of new physics as for example in the case of heavy particle decays in the Standard Model and its extensions, e.g. the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. A particularly well known example is the Higgs boson decay into four jets through W/Z pairs. Moreover, the multi-jet events provide a significant background to the discovery channels. The description of these processes is difficult even at leading order, because the corresponding amplitudes have to be constructed from a very large number of Feynman diagrams, making automation the only solution. As an example, in Tab. 1. the number of Feynman diagrams relevant for the calculation of gg → ng is collected. As can be seen, it grows asymptotically factorially with the number of particles. Another aspect of dealing with multi-particle amplitudes is the systematic organisation of the summation over helicity configurations and the SU(N c ) colour algebra. If summation were performed directly then 2 n 1 × 3 n 2 helicity configurations and 8 ng × 3 nq × 3 nq colour configurations would have to be considered, where n g , n q , nq is the number of gluons, quarks and antiquarks respectively while n 1 stands for the number of fermions and massless bosons and n 2 is the number of massive vector bosons. Many of these configurations do not contribute to the amplitude. However, it is very hard to predict which should be kept in advance. The only way to achieve the required efficiency is to use Monte Carlo techniques. A further complication is connected to the integration over the multidimensional phase space. In this report we present an approach for efficient tree level calculations of matrix elements for multi-parton final states which addresses the above problems and therefore improves the currently available techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] . In this paper, the development of a Monte Carlo summation over colours for the full amplitude and of an efficient multi-particle phase space integrator are presented. All algorithms have been implemented in a Fortran 95 program that will be subsequently made publicly available. The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the current status of available methods is briefly reviewed. Section 3 describes the colour flow decomposition. Section 4 presents the recursive relations and algorithms used to build the amplitude. In section 5 we give the details of the internal organization of our implementation of the algorithms. Here, we also introduce a new approach to the colour structure evaluation. Its computational complexity is also briefly analyzed. In Section 6, numerical results for the cross sections are presented together with distributions of the invariant mass and transverse momentum. The final section contains our summary and an outlook on future improvements of the algorithm. An Appendix contains a new algorithm for efficient phase space point generation.
Dual amplitudes and colour decomposition
For generality we consider n-gluon scattering g(p 1 , ε 1 , a 1 ) g(p 2 , ε 2 , a 2 ) → g(p 3 , ε 3 , a 3 ) . . . g(p n , ε n , a n )
with external momenta {p i } 
where σ I (2 : n) represent the I-th permutation of the set {2, . . . , n} and T r(t a 1 t a σ I (2) . . . t a σ I (n) ) represents a trace of generators of the SU(N c ) gauge group in the fundamental representation. For processes involving quarks a similar expression can be derived [5] . One of the most interesting aspects of this decomposition is the fact that the A I ({p i } n 1 , {ε i } n 1 ) functions (called dual, partial or colour-ordered amplitudes), which contain all the kinematic information, are gauge invariant and cyclically symmetric in the momenta and helicities of gluons. The colour ordered amplitudes are simpler than the full amplitude because they only receive contributions from diagrams with a particular cyclic ordering of the external gluons (planar graphs). For some processes up to six external partons simple and compact expressions exist in literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Moreover, for some special helicity combinations, short analytical forms, called the Parke-Taylor helicity amplitudes or Maximally Helicity Violating (MHV) amplitudes, are known for general n. They were first obtained by the Parke and Taylor [12] and later on proved to be correct in a recursive approach by Berends and Giele [13] . Recently, analytical expressions have also been obtained for other helicity configurations [14, 15] , for an arbitrary number of gluons. However, no analytic expressions for all helicity configurations are known, and, with the exception of MHV amplitudes, the known analytical expressions are usually cumbersome. The simplicity of MHV amplitudes suggests that they can be used as the basis of approximation schemes. Nevertheless, for large n, the computation of scattering processes is still problematic and time consuming. For example to evaluate the full amplitude, the 2 n−1 × (n − 1)! configurations of colour ordered amplitudes, have to be considered, where 2 n−1 corresponds to the number of helicity configurations for massless particles. To obtain the cross section from the n-gluon amplitude one has to square and sum over helicity and colour of the external gluons. The squared matrix element can be computed by
where the (n − 1)! × (n − 1)! dimensional colour matrix can be written in the most general form as follows:
Needless to say that the evaluation of this matrix, is by its own a formidable task in the standard approach.
An important step in the direction of simplification of these calculations has already been taken by using helicity amplitudes and a better organisation of the Feynman diagrams [5, 10, 11, [16] [17] [18] [19] . A significant simplification in these calculations has been made by introducing recursive relations [13, 20] , which express the n-parton currents in terms of all currents up to (n − 1) partons. They are based on smaller building blocks which are just colour ordered vector and spinor currents defined for the off mass shell particles. Extending the recursive approach beyond colour ordered amplitudes, i.e. to the full amplitude in any field theory, is possible. Another approach in this direction based on the so called ALPHA algorithm [21, 22] or the Dyson-Schwinger recursion equations has been developed [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , where the multi-parton amplitude can be constructed without referring to individual Feynman diagrams. In the latter case, apart from the summation over colour in the colour flow basis, which will be briefly described in the next section, integration over a continuous set of colour variables (as well as flavour) was introduced. This integration technique, however, does not give a straightforward solution for the efficient merging of the parton level calculation with the parton shower evolution.
The colour flow decomposition
First, let us briefly review the colour approach used in the original version of HELAC [30, 31] , a multipurpose Monte Carlo generator for multi-particle final states based on the DysonSchwinger recursion equations. As was already mentioned, the colour connection or colour flow representation of the interaction vertices was used in this case. This representation was introduced for the first time in [33] and later studied in e.g. [31, 34] . The advantage of this color representation, as compared to the traditional one is that the colour factors acquire a much simpler form, which moreover holds for gluon as well as for quark amplitudes, leading to a unified approach for any tree-order process involving any number of coloured partons. Additionally, the usual information on colour connections, needed by the parton shower Monte Carlo, is automatically available, without any further calculation. In this approach, the gluon field represented as A a µ with a = 1, . . . , N 2 c − 1 is treated as an N c × N c traceless matrix in colour space [29] . The new object (A µ ) AB where A, B = 1, . . . , N c can be obtained by multiplying each gluon field by the corresponding t a AB matrix as follow:
The colour structure of the three gluon vertex is given now by, see Fig. 1 .:
where, on the right hand side only products of δ's appear. This colour structure shows how the colour flows in the real physical process, where gluons are represented by colouranticolour states in the colour space, and reflects the fact that the colour remains unchanged on an uninterrupted colour line. For a four gluon vertex the following expression has to be considered:
with three permutations of the a 1 a 2 a 3 indices, which correspond to the six colour flows presented in Fig.2 . Because gluons have N 2 c different colour states, described for N c = 3 within the U(3) group we have an additional unphysical neutral U(1) gluon. This neutral gluon does not couple to other gluons as can be easily seen from Eq. (6) . It couples only to quarks and acts as a colourless particle, see second part of Eq. (8) . The colour structure of the quark-antiquark-gluon vertex can be described as follows, see Fig.3 : Let us introduce a more compact notation and associate, to each gluon, a label (i, σ i ) which refers to the corresponding colour index of previous equations, namely 1 → A, σ 1 → B and so on. The use of labels will be explained latter on. With this notation the first term of the three gluon vertex is proportional to:
For the same graph with inverted arrows a minus sign and interchanged 2 ↔ 2 has to be included as well. The momentum part of the vertex, V µ 1 µ 2 µ 3 is still the usual one and in our notation simply given by:
For the qqg vertex we associate a label (i, 0) for quark and (0, σ i ) for antiquark. Finally the four gluon vertex is given by a colour factor proportional to:
with six possible permutations, and a Lorentz part,
where all three permutations should be included. To make use of the colour representation described so far, let us assign, to each external gluon, a label (i, σ I (i)), to a quark (i, 0) and to antiquark (0, σ I (i))), where i = 1 . . . n and σ I (i), I = 1 . . . n! being a permutation of {1 . . . n}. Since all elementary colour factors appearing in the colour decomposition of the vertices are proportional to δ functions the total colour factor can be given by
The colour matrix defined as
with the summation running over all colours, 1, . . . , N c has a very simple representation now
where 1 ≤ m(σ I , σ J ) ≤ n counts how many common cycles the permutations σ I and σ J have. The practical implementation of these ideas is straightforward. Given the information on the external particles contributing to the process we associate colour labels of the form (i, σ i ) depending on their flavour. According to the Feynman rules the higher level sub-amplitudes are built up. Summing over all n! colour connection configurations, where n is the number of gluons andpairs in the process using the colour matrix C IJ we get the total squared amplitude. It is worthwhile to note that summing over all colour configurations is efficient as long as the number of particles is smaller than O (8) . If the number of gluons and/orpairs is higher than O (8), since the number of colour flows in general grows like (n − 1)!, it also starts to be problematic from the computational point of view. For multi-colour processes other approaches have to be considered. The natural solution would be to replace the summation over all colour connections by a Monte Carlo. However, Monte Carlo summation is not straightforward in the color flow approach because of the destructive interferences between different colour flows that can give a negative contribution to the squared matrix element.
In the limit N c → ∞, only the diagonal terms, I = J, survive, and all O(N −2 c ) terms can be safely neglected both in the colour matrix and in the |A I | 2 . The interferences between different colour flows vanish in this limit. In the so called Leading Colour Approximation (LCA), the squared amplitude for the purely gluonic case is given by
The term
c , which of course are equivalent in the limit N c → ∞, has been kept in order to reproduce the exact results for n = 4 and n = 5. In case whenpairs are present the colour factor N n−2 c (N 2 c − 1) is still the same, however n = n g + nin this case, where n g , nis the number of gluons andpairs respectively. This simplification of the colour matrix speeds up the calculation. Moreover, Monte Carlo summation over colours can now be performed.
Dyson-Schwinger recursion relations
Let us now review the recursive relations based on Dyson-Schwinger equations for the calculation of partial amplitudes [32] . These equations give recursively the n−point Green's functions in terms of the 1−, 2−,. . ., (n − 1)−point functions. They hold all the information for the fields and their interactions for any number of external legs and to all orders in perturbation theory. We will concentrate here on the gluon, quark and antiquark recursion relations, however, in the same way recursive equations for leptons and gauge bosons can be obtained. The diagrammatic picture behind the recursive relations is actually quite simple. The tree-level recursive equation can be diagrammatically presented as shown in Fig.4 . Let p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n represent the external momenta involved in the scattering process taken to be incoming. In order to write down the recursive relation explicitly, we first define a set of four vectors [A µ (P ); (A, B)], which describes any sub-amplitudes from which a gluon with momentum P and colour-anticolour assignment A, B can be constructed. The momentum P is given as a sum of external particles momenta. Accordingly we define a set of four-dimensional spinors [ψ(P ); (A, 0)] describing any sub-amplitude from which a quark with momentum P and colour A can be constructed and by [ψ(P ); (0, B)] a set of four-dimensional antispinors for antiquark with anticolour B. The Dyson-Schwinger recursion equation for a gluon can be written as follows:
where A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H = 1, 2, 3. The rules for merging colour and anticolour of the particles will be explained in the next section. The V µνλ (P, p 1 , p 2 ) and G µνλρ (P, p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) functions are the three-and four-gluon vertices presented in the previous sections and the symbol σ(p 1 , p 2 ) is the sign function which takes into account the Fermi sign when two identical fermions are interchanged. The exact form of this function can be found in Ref. [30, 32] . The sums are over all combinations of p 1 , p 2 or p 1 , p 2 , p 3 that sum up to P . The propagator of the gluon is given by:
For a quark of momentum P we have, [
where P is the propagator
Finally for an antiquark, Fig.6 :
In the same spirit, the recursion equations for all leptons and gauge bosons can be written down. With this algorithm we can thus compute the scattering amplitude for any initial and final states taking into account particle masses as well. In particular any colour structure can be assigned to the external legs. Finally this approach has an exponential growth of computational time with the number of external particles instead of the factorial growth when Feynman graphs are considered. It can be farther optimised in order to reduce computational complexity by replacing each four gluon vertex by a three particle vertex by introducing the auxiliary field represented by the antisymmetric tensor H a µν . This new field has a quadratic term without derivatives and, therefore, has no independent dynamics. The part of the QCD Lagrangian that describes the four gluon vertex
can be rewritten in terms of the auxiliary field as follows:
A single interaction term of the form
ν is left instead of interaction terms represented by Eq. (24) . The recursion for the gluons changes slightly, in fact only for the four-gluon vertex part. However, we have an additional equation for the auxiliary field:
A few comments are now in order. First, all calculations were performed in the light cone representation and all momenta were taken to be incoming. Second, this new H µν field has six components. Additionally, as we can see in Eq. (26) and Eq.(27) the colour structure of this new vertices, remains the same as in case of the three gluon vertex. The number of the types of the sub-amplitudes one has to calculate is in general doubled, however their structure is much simpler, which saves computational time while the iteration steps are performed.
After n − 1 steps, where n is the number of particles under consideration, one can get the total amplitude. The scattering amplitude can be calculated by any of the following relations, depending on the process under consideration,
where i corresponds to quark linē ψ(p i )ψ(P i )
where i corresponds to antiquark line (28) where
so that P i + p i = 0. The functions with hat are given by the previous expressions except for the propagator term which is removed by the amputation procedure. This is because the outgoing momentum P i must be on shell. The initial conditions are given by
where the explicit form of ǫ µ λ , u λ , v λ ,ū λ ,v λ is given in the Ref. [30] .
Organisation of the calculation
The recursive algorithm presented in the previous section has the advantage that any colour representation can be used in order to assign colour degrees of freedom to the external legs in the process under consideration. It can be used either for colour ordered amplitudes or for the full amplitudes as well. The latter case is in fact the topic of this section. Moreover, an alternative method for taking into account the colour structure of scattering partons, based on regular colour configuration assignments as compared to colour flow ones, will be introduced. First, however, the organisation of the calculation will be explained briefly in order to better describe the general structure. Contrary to the original HELAC [30, 31] approach, in this new version the computational part consists of one phase only. This is not optimal for electroweak processes with moderate number of external particles, but it becomes quite efficient for processes with many particles, especially when only a few species of particles are involved (scalar amplitudes, gluon amplitudes in QCD, etc). The vertices described by the Standard Model Lagrangian are implemented in fusion rules that dictate the way the subamplitudes, at each level of the recursion relation, will be merged, in order to produce a higher level subamplitude. In case when a quark is combined with an antiquark, for example, there are three possible subamplitudes which describe three different intermediate states incorporated inside the fusion rules, namely γ, Z and g.
Let us now present the colour merging rules which are evaluated iteratively at the subamplitude level. During each iteration when two particles are combined their corresponding colour assignments are combined. We have three possibilities to obtain a gluon (A, B) described by the recursive relation Eq. (26) . First, it can be obtained when a quark with colour assignment (C, 0) is merged with an antiquark of anticolour (0, D). Second, when two gluons (C, D) and (E, F ) are combined, where A, B, C, D, E, F = 1, 2, 3, and finally when a gluon and an auxiliary field H are combined. In the last case, the colour structure of the vertex is identical to the three-gluon vertex. So we end up with the following rules:
In the first case the merging occurs according to the rule presented in Eq. (8) . and the following gluon can be produced:
However, the situation is more complex when a quark and an antiquark have the same colour and anticolour:
with w i = 0. We thus have three possibilities with different weights, which for instance are w 1 = w 2 = −1/3, w 3 = +2/3 in case C = D = 3. In the second case, when gluons are combined according to Eq.(6) we have the following options:
Moreover, we have an additional possibility when colours and anticolours of gluons are the same. One gets, in this case, a gluon in two colour states with different weight:
Finally for C = D = E = F the result vanishes identically. To obtain the quark, (A, 0), described by the recursive relation Eq. (20) we have to combine a gluon with another quark one more time according to the rule presented in Eq. (8):
We have two possibilities for colour assignment: 
For the antiquark the situation is the same, so we will not elaborate it here. For theinteractions with γ, Z 0 , W ± or Higgs boson the situation is very simple and we have only one possibility:
The sum over colour can be performed in this way by considering all possible colouranticolour configurations according to the above rules. However, the procedure can be facilitated by Monte Carlo methods where a particular colour-anticolour configuration is randomly selected. As we will see an important gain in computational efficiency is achieved within this framework.
The necessary condition which must be fulfilled, while the particular colour assignment for the external coloured particles is chosen, is that the number of colour and anticolour of each type, is the same. Otherwise the particles can not be connected by colour flow lines and the amplitude is identically zero. In the Monte Carlo over colours method one has to multiply the squared matrix element by a coefficient that counts the number of non zero colour configurations.
The number of non zero colour configurations, according to the above mentioned necessary condition is given by
where n q is the total number of colours and A, B, C are the numbers of the colour type 1, 2 and 3 respectively. As we already stated, the condition given by Eq. (41) is necessary but not sufficient. Among this set there are still configurations which do not give contributions to the total amplitude. In Tab. 2. and Tab. 3. different numbers of colour configurations in the process under consideration are presented. In the first column the total number of all colour configurations is listed, where N ALL CC = 3 nq+nq and n q , nq are the number of quarks and antiquarks respectively and gluons are treated aspairs. The second column represents results for the number of non vanishing colour configurations N CC calculated using Eq.(41). In the next column the ratio N CC /N ALL CC is presented. The number of colour configurations (in percentage) inside the N CC set which finally gives rise to non zero amplitudes is shown in the last column. Those numbers N F CC are evaluated by Monte Carlo. Note that while the number of external particles is increased the corresponding number of vanishing colour configurations in the third column is decreased, as we can see in Tab. 2.
As far as the summation over the helicity configurations is concerned there are two possibilities, either the explicit summation over all helicity configurations or a Monte Carlo approach. In the latter case, for example for gluon, it is achieved by introducing the polarisation vector ε
where φ ∈ (0, 2π). By integrating over φ we can obtain the sum over helicities 1 2π
To determine the cost of computation of the n−point amplitude using the algorithm based on Dyson-Schwinger equations, one has to count the number of operations [35] .
There are n k momenta at each level. The total amount of sub-amplitudes corresponding to those momenta is simply given by:
where n is the number of particles involved in the calculation. Moreover one has to count how many ways exist to split a number of level k to two numbers of levels k 1 and k 2 . The last step is to sum over all levels. The total number of operations that should be performed in the case when only three-point vertices exist is then
In the limit n → ∞ the number of operations grows like 3 n instead of the n! growth in the Feynman graph approach. When the Monte Carlo over colour structures is performed and only one particular colour configuration is randomly chosen the computational cost of this algorithm is given exactly by this expression. Otherwise, this formula must be multiplied by the number of non zero colour configurations for the process under consideration. 
Numerical Results
In this section numerical results for multi-parton production at the LHC are presented. As we will show the Monte Carlo summation over colours, speeds up the calculation substantially, compared to the one based on explicit summation, especially for processes with a large number of colors, i.e. gg → ng with n > 6. The centre of mass energy was chosen to be √ s = 14 TeV. In order to remain far from collinear and soft singularities and to simulate as much as possible the experimentally relevant phase-space regions, we have chosen the following cuts:
for each pair of outgoing partons i and j. Here p T i and y i are the transverse momentum and rapidity of a parton respectively defined as:
In practice for massless quarks the rapidity is often replaced by the pseudorapidity variable η = − ln tan(θ/2), where θ is the angle from the beam direction measured directly in the 
gg → 2g (0.46572 ± 0.00258)×10 detector. The last variable is ∆R ij which is the radius of the cone of the parton defined as
with azimuthal angle ∆Φ ij = Φ i − Φ j ∈ (0, π)
Quarks are treated as massless. All results are obtained with a fixed strong coupling constant (α s =0.13). For the parton structure functions, we used CTEQ6L1 PDF's parametrisation [36, 37] . For the phase space generation we used the algorithm described in the Appendix, whereas in several cases results were cross checked with
• PHEGAS [38] , which automatically constructs mappings of all possible peaking structures of a given scattering process and uses self-adaptive procedures like multichannel optimisation [39] . PHEGAS exhibits a high efficiency especially in the case of n(+γ)−fermion production in e + e − collisions as long as the number of external particles is smaller than O(8). Table 5 : Comparison of the computational time for the squared matrix element calculation for processes with gluons and/or quarks with up to twopairs, t EXACT denotes the time for the processes calculated with summation over all possible colour flows (for colour ordered amplitudes), while t MC is obtained with Monte Carlo summation over colours (for full amplitudes). In the last column their ratio is presented. Time values are given in some arbitrary units. 
Process t
CF EXACT t MC t EXACT /t MC gg → 2g 0.315×10 0 0.554×10 0 0.57 gg → 3g 0.329×10 1 0.143×10
15.44
• HAAG [40] , which efficiently maps the so called "antenna momentum structures" typically occurring in the QCD amplitudes. HAAG becomes less efficient for processes with higher number of particles, more than O(8), as is the case for any multi-channel generator, where the computational complexity problem arises when the number of channels increases.
• RAMBO [41] , a flat phase-space generator RAMBO generates the momenta distributed uniformly in phase space so that a large number of events is needed to integrate the integrands to acceptable precision, which results to a rather low computational efficiency.
Total rates and various kinematical distributions are examined. The algorithm described in the previous sections as well as in Ref. [42, 43] has been used to compute total cross sections for many parton production processes. We give the result with summation over all possible colour configurations, called 'exact', σ EXACT , as well as the result obtained with Monte Carlo summation over colours σ MC . Table 6 : Results for the total cross section for processes with gluons, Z, W ± and quarks with up topairs for the higher number of external partons. σ MC corresponds to Monte Carlo summation over colours. 
2.9
In case of the explicit summation both colour flow and colour configuration decomposition have been used to cross check results. As far as helicity summation is concerned, a Monte Carlo over helicities is applied.
The results presented for the total cross sections, have been obtained for 10 6 Monte Carlo points passing the selection cuts given by Eg. (45) . In the Tab. 4. the results for the total cross section for processes with gluons and/or quarks with up to twopairs are presented. All cross sections are in agreement within the error. For the same number of accepted events the results with the Monte Carlo summation over colours can be obtained much faster and the error is at the same level compared to the 'exact' results for the same processes.
In the Tab. 5. a comparison of the computational time for squared matrix element calculations for processes with gluons and/or quarks with up to twopairs is presented. In each case t EXACT means time obtained for the processes calculated with the summation over all possible colour flows (for colour ordered amplitudes), while t MC is obtained with Monte Carlo summation over colours (for full amplitudes).
In the next Tab. 6. the results for the total cross section for processes with gluon, Z, W ± and quarks with up topairs for a larger number of external partons are also presented. 
where |M one | 2 is the square matrix element for one particular colour configuration normalised to the sum of all possible. The left-hand side plot corresponds to the gg → 2g process, the right-hand side one to the gg → 3g. Solid line crosses denote summation over all colour configurations whereas dashed, the Monte Carlo summation. In order to demonstrate that the Monte Carlo summation over colours does give the same information on the colour connection structure of the process, we examine in Fig. 7 the distribution of the following variable, dσ/dp T (nb/GeV) p T (GeV) Figure 9 : Transverse momentum distribution of a gluon in the multigluon 2g → ng process. dσ/dp Tmax (nb/GeV) p Tmax (GeV) Figure 10 : Transverse momentum distribution of the hardest gluon in the multigluon 2g → ng process.
where |M one | 2 is the square matrix element for one particular colour connection or colour flow configuration, normalised to the sum of all possible ones. In case of g (1)g(2) → g(3)g(4) process, the following colour flow (1 → 3 → 4 → 2 → 1) has been plotted. This chain of numbers shows how gluons are colour connected with each other. For the g(1)g(2) → g(3)g(4)g(5) process in the Fig. 7 , the colour flow (1 → 5 → 3 → 2 → 4 → 1) is used.
The z−variable distributions can be used in order to extract colour connection information needed by a parton shower calculation on the event by event basis. The agreement between the 'exact' and MC distributions implies that we will get the same information on the colour structure of the amplitude and that the merging of parton level calculation with the parton shower evolution can be safely performed in order to achieve a complete description of the fully hadronised final states observed in real experiments.
Finally, the distribution of the invariant mass of 2-partons, the transverse momentum distribution of one parton as well as of the hardest and the softest parton for gg → ng, dσ/dp Tmin (nb/GeV) p Tmin (GeV) Figure 11 : Transverse momentum distribution of the softest gluon in the multigluon 2g → ng process. n = 4, . . . , 8 process is shown in Fig. 8 .− Fig. 11 . Distributions of the Monte Carlo over colours clearly demonstrate that this approach performs very well not only at the level of total rates but also at the level of differential distributions.
Summary and Outlook
In this work an efficient way for the computation of tree level amplitudes for multi-parton processes in the Standard Model was presented. The algorithm is based on the DysonSchwinger recursive equations. We discussed how the summation over colour configurations can be turned into a Monte Carlo summation, which proved to be more efficient, especially for a large number of coloured partons. Additionally, a set of typical results for total cross sections and differential distributions has been given. Moreover, a new algorithm for phase-space generation has been presented and used. The complete package can be used to generate, efficiently and reliably, any process with any number of external legs, for n ≤ 12, in the Standard Model.
Our future interest includes a systematic study of fully hadronic final states in pp and pp collisions which requires the merging of the parton level calculations with parton shower and hadronization algorithms, e.g interfacing our package with codes like PYTHIA [44] or HERWIG [45] . The development of this kind of multipurpose Monte Carlo generators will certainly be of great interest in the study of TeVatron, LHC and e + e − Linear Collider data. and higher order correction"). The Greece-Poland bilateral agreement "Advanced computer techniques for theoretical calculations and development of simulation programs for high energy physics experiments" is also acknowledged.
Appendix
In case of scattering of two hadrons it is useful to describe the final state in terms of transverse momentum p T , azimuthal angle φ and rapidity y variables. These variables transform simply under longitudinal boosts which is useful in case of the parton-parton scattering where the centre of mass system is boosted with respect to that of the two incoming hadrons. In terms of p T , φ and y the four-momentum of a massless particle can be written as
It is much more natural to express the phase space volume for a system of n particles
using p T , φ and y variables
To derive the above expression, which lead us to the Monte Carlo algorithm, we follow the method presented in Ref. [41] . We start by defining the phase-space-like object
describing a system of n four momenta that are not constrained by momentum conservation but occur with some weight functions P (k T i ), Π(ȳ i ) which keeps the total volume finite. In the next step we have to relate the new variables to the physical ones p T i , y i and φ i :
with the Jacobians J 1 and J 2 :
E and L represents the energy and longitudinal parts of the initial two particles. We proceed with integration where the different arguments of the various δ functions were manipulated in order to perform the integral 
We are left with
We are free to choose the distribution functions so that the total volume is kept finite. The criterion used is to minimize the variance, by taking into account the anticipated form of the multi-parton matrix elements, so we introduce
where a > 0 and perform the integration over dx
We finally arrive at the formula
On the other hand if we applied Eq.(60) to the formula Eq.(53) we can find 
and V 0 = (2π · 8η) n−1 .
The weight of the event is given by
where S n = dp T i dy i dφ i
In the next step we translate this description into a Monte Carlo procedure and generate independently n variables k T i , φ i andȳ i = y i − y i−1 and assuming that φ 1 = 0 as well as y 1 = 0. Using the symbol ρ i to denote a random number uniformly distributed in (0, 1) we do this as follows:
where a is a free parameter. Forȳ i variable we proceed in few steps starting with
where η is a free parameter and
where
To complete the description of the algorithm we have to find an expression for k T 1 , φ 1 and y 1 variables. We start by defining the transversal part of the 2, . . . , n system as follows
¿From these equations we have the following relations for k T 1 and φ 1 to be able to describe the total n particle system
The total energy and total longitudinal part of the system are represented by
so y 1 is given by
sinh
Finally to get the final four momenta p µ i the following transformations are used:
This completes the description of the algorithm we have to supplemented it with the prescription for the weight of a generated event which is given by Eq.(67).
